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gravitate toward whomever seems to be having the most fun. The Enneagram
thus reveals a basic truth that often surprises people: other people don’t all
view the world the way we do; different people can look at the same situation
and see completely different things.
Each of the Enneagram’s nine types’ of specific focus of attention grows
out of a central “coping strategy”—the go-to method for getting around,
adapting to the environment, and surviving in the world. This primary coping
strategy and attentional bias gives rise to a matching worldview and corresponding habitual patterns of thought, emotion, and behavior. At its core,
each of these nine personality styles is basically a “defensive” structure—an
inner program that operates automatically to protect us from being hurt or
feeling uncomfortable. In addition, the patterns that make up the personality
also represent our particular strengths, specialties, and super powers.
Oriented around a nine-pointed figure (“ennea” meaning nine and
“gram” meaning something drawn) that serves as a graphic framework for
these nine personalities, the Enneagram helps solve much of the mystery
behind why different people see the world in totally different ways. (And no,
this isn’t some sort of sinister sign or cultish emblem!—it’s a perfectly innocent nine-pointed star inscribed in a circle that has deep symbolic meaning
about the way natural processes get created and unfold in particular patterns
or sequences.) Each of the nine personalities can be identified by its distinct
adaptive strategy, and matching strengths, habits, challenges, and blind spots
that grow out of whatever strategic way they have adopted to get what they
need in life.
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of sensing things physically, through “gut knowing” and instinctive responses.
The body also houses the “movement” center, which directs action or inaction.

Although we all use all three of these centers all the time, three of the nine
Enneagram styles (8, 9, and 1) “live in” or “overuse” the body center, three of
the styles (2, 3, and 4) operate primarily from the heart center, and three of
the styles (5, 6, and 7) are based in or biased toward the head center. These
three “centers of intelligence” also have a direct relationship to the three parts
of the human brain: the brain stem and amygdala (the reptilian or instinctual brain), the limbic (or emotional) brain, and the neo-cortex (the mental
brain). We all call upon all three brain functions all the time, but one of these
centers plays a dominant role in the expression of our personality.
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Ones strive to communicate in an effective and appropriate way, with a
speaking style that tends to be precise, detail-oriented, logical, and task- or
fact-based. They typically get to the point quickly, and will avoid including
their personal feelings, which they may consider inappropriate or unproductive.14 Either directly or by implication, they tend to speak in terms of
imperatives— “shoulds,” “musts,” and “ought tos”—which may add an air of
urgency to the things they say, and may also convey an underlying assertion
that they know the right (or best) way to do things. And while Ones often
communicate with the conscious intention of helping or supporting whatever
is happening in the most direct way possible, others may hear what they say
as containing implicit criticisms or judgments. Their tendency to overcontrol
their impulses and feelings, especially feelings of anger or resentment, may
cause others to detect a hint of evaluation or impatience in their messages.

Leaders who have a Type One style tend to be responsible, honest, reliable, diligent, and ethical. Some lead by example, while others seek to reform
society actively, lead others to make things better, and correct large social
problems. In the workplace, Type One leaders naturally focus on the “process
level,” as structure, rules, and routine help them feel grounded in the basic
processes required to create a quality product. Naturally detail-oriented and
responsible, their central motivation is to strive for excellence and virtue in
everything they do.
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Like everything else they do, Twos try to communicate in ways that will
endear them to others. Their speaking style tends to be warm, personal, and
amiable. They may focus on the other person to the exclusion of themselves
and ask a lot of questions to show interest with whomever they interact.15
They compliment and flatter others as a way of winning them over and discern
what others like and give it to them—whether it’s attention or privacy or a
specific kind of support. They extend their influence and feel a sense of wellbeing through knowing they are pleasing the people around them.

Leaders who have a Type Two style will tend to be empathetic, concerned
about the human or “people” aspect of work, and sensitive to people’s needs
and feelings.
They can specialize in being charming and kind, powerful and competent,
or attractive and exciting. But whether they gain influence through generosity
and charm, or they appeal to others through their drive to connect, they tend
to combine a focus on people with an ability to be productive in the service
of what is needed most by the team, the organization, or society. They seek
to impact tasks, work products, and teams through supporting others, cultivating relationships, empowering people they like, and inspiring coworkers
through flattery, warmth, and positive regard.
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Not surprisingly, Threes’ communication style matches their work style:
their manner of speaking tends to be straightforward, to-the-point, on-topic,
and bullet-pointed. Threes focus their communication on work and tasks,
usually without a lot of extraneous chit-chat that could slow things down and
distract from making progress toward the goal. Natural performers, they will
tune into their audience enough to be able to impress them and collaborate if
the situation requires it, but not so much as to stir up emotions or get bogged
down in unnecessary conversation.
Leaders who have a Type Three style tend to be work-focused, task-oriented, goal-driven achievers. You will find them (in copious amounts) at the
highest levels of most organizations, as work climbing the corporate ladder
or being the best at whatever they are doing is exactly what motivates them.
America itself is a Type Three country, so it’s not surprising that Threes do
well in the business culture of America. The ideals of success, making a profit,
working hard to get things done, and competing to win (and being able to buy
things that reflect a winner’s status) is what America—and the Type Three
style—is all about.

Type Three leaders tend to enjoy being the leader and the perks associated with the position—particularly having a say in how work gets done. They
specialize in executing a plan to get things done and get results, and may focus
on producing quality results through relentless hard work while appearing
modest and humble, or by competing to win at all costs or by becoming the
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and affirmation they seek from others, as they may struggle to provide it for
themselves.
Fours try to communicate in ways that will engender connection and
understanding, but they also often experience the pain of disconnection
and misunderstanding when others do not see them as they want to be seen.
There can be a lot of “I” and “me” in their communications—their speaking
style tends to be self-referential, as they seek to be understood on the basis of
how they are feeling and what they are thinking.16 They like forming deeper
connections through conversations based on sharing emotions and personal
experience, and tend to dislike superficial exchanges.

Leaders who have a Type Four style tend to be attuned to people’s
emotions, passionate about the things they do, and dedicated to providing an
environment where people feel welcome to express themselves authentically.
They can be hard-working humanitarians, or soulful artists, or passionate
visionaries. But whether they inspire others through their dedication to
important human causes or their romantic and idealistic temperament,
they combine a sensitivity to emotional experience with a drive to make an
impact through the depth, creativity, and meaning they create and promote
in the world.
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seem succinct and concise, or they may not talk very much at all—and when
they do, they will focus on the facts and figures most relevant to the work at
hand. When they feel uncomfortable or are around unfamiliar people, they
may simply stay quiet, to the point where people may find them abnormally
private and read their silence as arrogance or disinterest. However, when
asked to discuss something they have a deep intellectual interest in, they may
talk at great length and take enormous pleasure in sharing information.

Type Five leaders can be the true “thought leaders” of the Enneagram—they enjoy gathering and assessing data and mastering areas of
knowledge related to the work they do. However, when it comes to the
human and emotional side of leadership, they may feel more challenged.
Often self-deprecating and shy, Fives typically avoid the spotlight and are
happier with the intrinsic rewards of leadership than the recognition that
comes from it. They may be leading experts in their field, or make innovative contributions to new technology, or combine deep knowledge with
an original vision of life. Whatever their focus, Fives leaders readily dedicate themselves to drawing on intellectual insights to help themselves and
others understand the world.
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Sixes’ communication style reflects their tendency to look for information with which to assess situations and locate potential problems. They ask
a lot of questions (and don’t answer very many), and when you present them
with a plan, they will usually try to poke holes in it—looking for the weak
points and determining how to challenge it or reinforce it. For Sixes, everything is context dependent, so they seek data through which to understand
the situation, the players, the issues, the goals, and possible courses of action.

Leaders who have a Type Six style tend to be attuned to assessing threats
and risks, solving problems, and analyzing what’s happening with an eye
toward planning for the different scenarios that might unfold. Six leaders
think strategically in terms of all the issues that could arise, and how those
issues might be addressed such that goals, plans, projects, and people can be
protected. They can be warm and sensitive questioners, intellectual analysts,
or assertive contrarians. But whether they help to solve problems through
doubting and questioning, they support solid planning through precision
and careful analysis, or they rebel against bad authorities with strength, they
combine keen insight with a passion for supporting the “common man,” and
so can bring courage and a revolutionary spirit to all their endeavors.
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The Type Seven speaking style is “quick and spontaneous, with words
released in a flurry…they tell engaging stories, shift from topic to topic, and
are upbeat and charming.”20 Sevens are usually very talkative and amiable—
they love to interact with people and energetically engage with them about
subjects and individuals that fascinate or amuse them. Sevens naturally play
with ideas and may actively express interest in a diverse range of subjects.
They frequently look at “the bright side,” and may and subtly avoid negative
topics.

As leaders, Sevens are gifted at brainstorming and envisioning what
might be possible. The Seven mind is essentially boundary-free, which is
what makes them good at generating many ideas—they feel free to come up
with many ideas and make connections between ideas almost without limit.
As future-oriented idealists, they tend to be visionaries who have a talent for
imagining new possibilities and innovations. They may be pleasure-loving
networkers or service-oriented cheerleaders or optimistic dreamers, but
whatever their characteristic emphasis, Seven leaders possess a free-thinking
entrepreneurial spirit that motivates them to lift people’s spirits and expand
the frontiers of our usual modes of thought.
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the highest levels of western businesses—the vast majority of CEOs in the
U.S. are probably Eights.
Eights’ communication style reflects their tendency to act to deploy
power and authority, to get things done and assert what they think is right.
Their speaking style is bold, direct, authoritative, and sometimes blunt, and
they may get impatient when others are less direct.22 They may display anger
more freely than other types, and while they don’t necessarily “like” conflict,
they aren’t afraid of it. The type most likely to use profanity (even in a business setting), Eights respect people who stand up to them and tell them the
truth. They don’t like it when people sugarcoat things to avoid hurt feelings—
they would rather they just say it.

Leaders who have a Type Eight style tend to be strategic thinkers, attuned
to where the power lies and how they can establish their own power base. They
focus on assessing the big picture, mentoring people under them, and making
significant things happen. Others may find them intimidating, though they
usually find this feedback surprising as they don’t intend to frighten people.
But their energetic presence is large and powerful, even when they aren’t
saying anything or explicitly expressing power or aggression. Overall, they
combine real strength with a desire to get things done decisively and quickly,
whether they specialize in taking control to get what is needed, defending the
weak from being oppressed by the powerful, or overpowering people with
their rebellious, magnetic presence.
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Nines’ communication style reflects their desire to find agreement
and not make waves: they say “yes” a lot, have a hard time saying “no,” and
may say “yes” when they really mean “no.” They may tell long stories as a
way of giving a full picture, and will make sure to represent all sides in a
discussion.24 People with a Type Nine style excel at deeply understanding
each person’s individual perspective, which makes them great mediators.
However, their desire to hear everyone and translate competing points
of view so that conflict can be resolved—to play the peacemaker—also
diminishes their awareness of their own perspective, such they often may not
know what it is.

Leaders who have a Type Nine style tend to be attuned to supporting
and accommodating others, often in subtle, unassuming ways. Nine leaders
typically don’t like being the center of attention, preferring to “lead from
behind,” through being likable and easy-going, gently working toward
consensus and making sure everyone feels good and work gets done in a
way that benefits everyone. They may be practical and strong contributors,
hard-working but modest facilitators, or highly relational, sensitive partners.
But whether they take a strong stand for what’s best for their people, work
tirelessly to support others without looking for credit, or harmonize with
others to support their aspirations, they combine genuine concern for the
welfare of people with a willingness to sacrifice their own interests to further
their teams, organizations, or communities.

